Our Human Rights
Management
Corporación Aceros Arequipa S.A.
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Framework
At Aceros Arequipa we seek to identify, prevent and mitigate any possible impact on Human Rights, whether in our
activities, within our value chain and with our stakeholders recommended by the OECD.
We work under the framework of the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the
OECD Due Diligence Guide for Responsible Business Conduct and the National Action Plan on Business and
Human Rights 2021-2025 (Peru).
Due Diligence for Responsible Business Conduct
OECD Recommended Model

To ensure comprehensive
management of human rights in the
organization, We are based on the
model recommended by the OECD,
aligned with global standards to
achieve responsible business
conduct.

06. Repair or collaborate
In impact repair when
appropriate

01. Policies & Management
Systems
Policy development within the
framework of Human Rights
management

05. Communicate
On how impacts are addressed

02. Identify & assess risks
In operations, supply chains and
business relationships

04. Track
Constant monitoring of the
effectiveness of the model.
Consider periodic evaluation of
related

03. Cease, prevent or mitigate
risks
In activities within the value
chain and with all stakeholders
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2.

Policies & Management
Systems
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Policies & Management Systems
Human Rights require a transversal approach to the organization. The company's commitments, as well as the expected
behaviors of our collaborators, suppliers and other stakeholders, are reflected in our different corporate policies and
procedures.

Main Policies and Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•

Code of Ethics Aceros Arequipa
Corporate Social Responsability Policy
Corporate Human Rights and Diversity Policy
Code against Fraud and Corruption Acts
Sexual Harassment Prevention, Investigation and
Punishment Policy
Code of Ethics for Suppliers and Contractors
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Policies & Management Systems

As part of our continuous improvement
processes, at the beginning of 2021, we
strengthened our Human Rights and Diversity
Policy, created our Code of Ethics for suppliers
and contractors, and developed a policy for
hiring and managing outsourcing services.
In all three cases, specific guidelines are
included on the company's commitments and
behaviors required in terms of human rights.
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Policies & Management Systems
Additionally, aware of the challenges derived from the cross-cutting nature of many of the human
rights issues, we seek to strengthen their governance. The Aceros Arequipa Sustainability Committee
approved the following work structure.

Instance

Role o function

Human Management Area

Responsible for systematizing and integrating the advances of
Aceros Arequipa in the field of human rights, making possible
gaps visible and promoting improvement actions.

Sustainability Committee

Responsible for the monitoring and supervision of compliance
with the work plans on human rights and the performance of the
company.

Ethics Committee

Responsible for the investigation, corrective actions and / or
sanction if necessary.
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2.

Identify & assess risks
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Identify & assess risks
Our comprehensive risk and opportunity management system (GIRO) already assesses many human
rights issues, such as possible environmental impacts, health and safety issues or ethical issues.
However, at the beginning of 2021, we seek to strengthen our approach, incorporating a more
transversal and comprehensive look for the subject of human rights.
GIRO: Comprehensive Risk and Opportunity Management

§ The objective is to gradually incorporate the human
rights approach into risk management to avoid
duplication of efforts and promote synergies.

Política Corporativa de
Control Interno y
Gestión Integral de
Riesgos

§ In

addition, the first human rights risk
identification and assessment workshop was
held, with the participation of more than 20
employees from different key areas of Aceros
Arequipa.
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Metodología
GIRO

Identify & assess risks
The risk identification and assessment process:
§ Analyzed the different stages of CAASA's value chain.
§ It incorporated benchmarking from other companies in the industry, as well as relevant public information from the
local context.
§ Included feedback from previous audits, inspections, or complaints.
Participating areas of the process:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Administration and Finance
Internal Audit
Production
Strategic Management Control
Strategic Purchases
Commercial
Supply chain
Human Management
Projects and Social Responsibility
IT
Legal

Main topics evaluated
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Working Conditions
Human Trafficking
Forced Labor
Child labor
Freedom of association and collective
bargaining
Remuneration
Discrimination
Sexual or Non-sexual Harrasment
Environmental effects
Impacts on the community
Effects on health or safety
Patrimonial security
Legal breaches by suppliers and
contractors
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Groups analyzed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees
Suppliers and Contractors
Community (Influence zone)
Women
Children
Indigenous population
Migrant population

Identify & assess risks
As a result, we currently have our first comprehensive Human Rights risk
matrix, where we identify the different risks, possible affected groups, related
rights and responsible areas of the company.
These aspects have been evaluated at the level of inherent and residual risk,
after considering the existing controls.
This tool is currently in the process of being reviewed and validated by the
departments involved. In the near future, it will allow us to prioritize the most
relevant issues, ensure controls proportional to risk, and monitor the
effectiveness of mitigation measures.

CAASA's First Human
Rights Risk Matrix
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Essential topics
• Labor practices of suppliers and
•
•
•
•

contractors.
Health and safety.
Community quality of life.
Environmental performance.
Fight against corruption.

2.

Cease, prevent or mitigate risks
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Cease, prevent or mitigate risks
CAASA has an ethical line so that any collaborator or
stakeholder can make complaints or express their
concerns about possible breaches of legislation or
internal company policies, including human rights issues.
Our ethics line is administered by an independent third
party, which ensures the anonymity of the complainant
and the confidentiality of information.
The ethical line helps us detect possible deviations in
our standards of conduct, take the necessary corrective
actions, provide feedback to management and give an
effective and timely response to those involved.
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Cease, prevent or mitigate risks
In addition, we have other complementary internal procedures for specific
topics, such as the Policy on Prevention, Investigation and Punishment
of Sexual Harassment.
Complaints related to these issues can be filed in three ways:
1. Documentary: In a sealed envelope before the Human Management
Department (GGH).
2. In person: Complaint verbally for which a format will be provided.
3. Virtual: denunciaHS@aasa.com.pe
The Intervention Committee against Sexual Harassment is the body
responsible for investigating and issuing a report with proposals and / or
recommendations for sanctions, or other measures for possible cases of
sexual harassment
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Cease, prevent or mitigate risks
We constantly disseminate our mandatory corporate policies to our collaborators. We use different digital and physical
channels, such as email, internal newsletters, plant murals, among others.
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Cease, prevent or mitigate risks
We have various courses that include topics related to human rights. Some of them are inductions on the Code of Ethics, training
in prevention of sexual harassment and anti-corruption courses. The first comprehensive training course on human rights is
planned for 2021.
Training and prevention training:

• Inductions on Code of Ethics
• Anti-Corruption Training
• HR annual training plans
• Annual Compulsory Specialized Training on Investigation
and Punishment in Cases of Sexual Harassment
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2.

Track
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Track
We have an Ethics Committee and an Audit and Risk Committee, in charge of constantly monitoring the model.

Ethics Committee

Audit and risk committee

The Ethics Committee is also responsible
for:

The main purpos of the Audit and Risk
Committee is:

•

•

•

•

Acting as an advisory body in case
team members or third parties have
concerns about events or
circumstances that may have an
impact on corporate ethics.
Analyzing and ruling on disputes
regarding possible conflicts of interest
reported to the Company by team
members in compliance with the Code
of Ethics.
Freely and objectively analyzing
situations involving potential ehical
violations.

•

To assist the Boars of Directors in
performing its oversight
responsibilities with regard to the
Company´s internal control system.
It meets at least four times a year
and is formed up of four members of
the Board of Directors.
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2.

Communicate
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Communicate
Annually, we include in our Sustainability Report information about our human rights management. For example, we report
the number of complaints received to the Ethics Line, the type and the main corrective actions implemented. In 2021, we are
challenged to deepen the information reported on our progress and challenges regarding the human rights due diligence
process.
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